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So at the allotted time, the 20 or so usual suspects arrived and promptly set up camp in what turned out
to be the wrong place. Not to worry, this week Hare
Tubby Twinkie turned up on her 3 wheeled chariot
and soon had the unruly mob situated in the correct
shady spot.
No visitors this week so in 2 Seconds flat after Tubby
had donned the Yellow Wig, we were all promptly
dispatched to find the first of her 8 tricky checks.

Tubbys well-laid paper took us on a interesting
set of elephant trails criss-crossing the creek
and even a quarry which seems to be in fashion these days!
Nice flat run with just enough shiggy to keep
us on our toes or asses, if you weren’t careful,
as Tangerine man will testify as he picked up
this week’s Hash Crash for his efforts.
After a little discussion, it was decided it was a
good Hash. There wasn’t a VIP trail this week
but instead a slow walkers trail as Tubby reused some old hash signs - ever the eco-warrior that one.
After the hour or so Jonny come lately and the recently returned Piss bowl lead the way
home closely followed by the band of Rambo’s who had stuck together to break the fiendish checks on this 7-8k run
Walking Steward Glad I Ate Her had DFL in
for taking foraging to the next level when
he was beating wildly at a tree trunk hoping that some wisdom would fall from the
tree of knowledge. When nothing happened, he marched on in the false hope
that nobody had witnessed his little antic.

Running Steward Master Bates had Piss Bowl on ice for abandoning his usual extremely loud calls of On On to a more Crive
like effort. Shame he did it in full view and earshot of the running
steward and Russell Crowe who was also dragged in as a witness to this crime. Jonny Come Lately quickly took over the cold
wet spot for the crime of running very quickly in the wrong direction as he’s often prone to do. It was suggested that the hash
would pay for some rehab for Winkle who is now suffering from
a very serious addiction of breaking checks.
Pissbowl needed another cool down and donned the lavvy seat
when Down Early announced that she witnessed him taking a
leak in the forest and subsequently showcased the size of the
culprit with her little finger.
Leavers this week Mid Wife Crises back off to Blighty (Morecambe) for 6 months which
prompted DFL to tell us a very moving story about his brother passing a little while ago and
his plan to spread his ashes in the sea off Morecambe as only he can do, which ended in a
sweet rendition of swing low.
It turned out to be a very jolly circle and the crowd was entertained watching a local buffalo minder warring white oversized wellies who was dragged around the field at high speed
by an amorous buffalo trying to reach his mate very reminiscent of a Carry on Film.
The circle was closed for social drinking which went on till a very respectable 7 pm or thereabouts.

There was also an impromptu Yoga class headed up by Down Early Chastitty and even Piss
bowl couldn’t resist a go.
Next week’s hares Forbeskin and Winkle, details will follow.
ON ON.
TRASHER.

